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Abstract The Mingantu Ultrawide Spectral Radioheliograph (MUSER) has
entered a test observation stage. After the construction of the data acquisition
and storage system, it is urgent to automatically flag and eliminate the abnormal
visibility data so as to improve the imaging quality. In this paper, according to
the observational records, we create a credible visibility set, and further obtain
the corresponding flag model of visibility data by using the support vector ma-
chine (SVM) technique. The results show that the SVM is a robust approach
to flag the MUSER visibility data, and can attain an accuracy of about 86%.
Meanwhile, this method will not be affected by solar activities, such as flare
eruptions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Mingantu Ultrawide Spectral Radioheliograph (MUSER) is the solar radio spectral

imaging equipment with simultaneously high temporal, spatial, and frequency resolutions

developed independently in China[1]. The MUSER project is performed in two stages:
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the first stage MUSER-1 (the low-frequency array) is composed of 40 paraboloid antennas

of 4.5m diameter and their receiver systems, and it images at 64 frequency points; the

second stage MUSER-2 (the high-frequency array) consists of 60 paraboloid antennas of 2m

diameter and their receiver systems, and it images at 528 frequency points[2].

Different from the direct imaging of an optical telescope, the radio telescope mainly

receives the intensity, phase, and polarization information of the object’s radio signal, then

realizes imaging by the succeeding treatment. The observational data will be affected by

various factors in the observation (for example the electromagnetic interference), besides,

the antenna and feed failures, channel mistake, system gain instability, receiver failure, etc.,

will also lead to the abnormality of the observed data. In the data processing of radio

observation, it is an important job to judge, flag, and delete these abnormal data.

In the early period of radio astronomy research, the treatment of abnormal data relies on

the artificial comparison of observational records. However, accompanying with the increas-

ing amount of data, the artificial treatment becomes impractical. With the gradual expan-

sion of the research field, in order to assess and flag the abnormal data effectively, according

to their array mode, antenna number, baseline length, and other performance indices, the

different telescopes all built their data flag models to match their data characteristics. For

example, in order to flag the abnormal data, the Atacama Large Millimeter/Submillimeter

Array (ALMA)[3,4] adopted the methods of TFCrop, RFlag, etc. in the Common Astrono-

my Software Applications (CASA); and in order to realize the automatic flag of abnormal

data of the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT)[5,6], Prasad and Changalur adopted

a flagging and calibration package for radio interferometric data (FLAGCAL) by the study

and analysis[7].

Obviously, after MUSER entered the test observation stage, in order to realize the au-

tomatic data processing, and to improve the data accuracy and reliability, the automatic

deletion of abnormal visibility data caused by antenna failures is an important preprocess-

ing work of the succeeding data griding and clean mapping. Previously, we have tried to

use the VSR (Vector to Scalar Ratio) flag algorithm in the GMRT and the ABC (Anten-

na/Baseline/Channedl) flag algorithm to flag the MUSER data, but the results are unsat-

isfactory.

Using the pattern recognition technique, based on the open software package LIBSVM,

this paper studies the flag method of abnormal visibility data by the Support Vector Machine

(SVM) technique[8], in which the training set is built in the condition of known damaged

baselines. Then, by successive experiments, it is indicated that the SVM technique can

realize very well the automatic flag of abnormal data in the MUSER observation.

2. THE SVM TECHNIQUE

SVM[8,9] is a kind of supervised learning method, and a kind of new machine learning

method developed on the basis of statistical learning theory, it is built on the basis of
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